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WE ARE DISRUPTING THE WAY YOU
ENGAGE WITH YOUR MOBILE AUDIENCE.

Attract, Engage, Understand and Monetize

● Mobile Engagement  allows to engage with the mobile 
audience, to attract users and to have a clear understanding 
of customers. 

● Customers are becoming more and more digital. Therefore, 
retailers need to keep up with this change. 

● Create innovative experiences and improve the results of 
your business. Mobile Engagement is useful to retain loyal 
customers.

● NearIT is a Web Platform that allows the owner of an APP to 
create content and channel it in a highly profiled way to users 
when it matters, like in proximity to a location of interest, time 
or behavioral  context.

Contextual Mobile Engagement

This generation likes to experience personalized content, trusts 
online communities but lives in the real world.



The mobile industry is facing an increasing use of mobile 
devices by online users; most consumers have now adopted 
mobile technology from an early stage.

For example:

                  In Italy more than 60% of the time spent online it’s on mobile devices. 
- 80% of online users use a mobile device during the process of 

purchasing goods or services and to relate with their favourite 
brands.

- Many like to experience a brand’s physical location to get a feel for 
the product but then finish a transaction online. Some start and 
complete a purchase solely through one sales channel but look for 
additional or related products on the other. 

 FROM PC TO MOBILE DEVICES
Your clients are digitally native living in a connected real world
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 FROM PC TO MOBILE DEVICES
Your clients are digitally native living in a connected real world 

Mobile phones are more relevant today compared to personal 
computers.

In particular, some specific features  are  appreciated by mobile users:

- In Italy, 69% of mobile users declared themselves interested in 
receiving personalized commercial offers when passing near a 
location.

- 7 people out of 10 are attracted by proximity offers that arrive via 
mobile devices.

For these reasons Mobile Engagement is increasing more and 
more (in Italy it grew by 53% in 2016).
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ENRICH THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY
It's a brand’s direct link to personalize exclusive clients’ experiences

Contextual Mobile Engagement

BENEFITS

You want to accentuate a customer’s journey, from the moment they are near their first 
encounter with your brand. Make customers aware of the brand at different moments in 
different places, indoors or outdoors and allow them to connect the dots right until the last 
moment, when a sale is about to happen.

On the platform it's possible to create Geofences (GPS area radius of  200 mts or 655 
ft) around outdoor areas and set up beacons indoors to build customer journey or 
feature certain products & services. In addition, you can also learn more about how 
users Geo-behavior and the times or dates interactions take place. In combination with 
other CRM tools increase business intelligence to new levels. 

Track the movement of app users inside and outside the store to 
better understand their shopping flow   

Create a customer journey, send an initial message when entering the 
store and reinforce your message near the branded product section 



LET’S START FROM YOUR APP 

Contextual Mobile Engagement

BENEFITS

REACH THEM BASED ON WHO THEY ARE
Know your clients to a new level and share what you have for them

Stop shooting darts in the dark. Collect data to achieve user segmentation in a given location, 
use data like; name, age, sex, postal code, last purchase date, tastes and preferences for highly 
targeted mobile campaigns

We allow you to get insightful data that can be leveraged for decision-making 
processes on brand management, marketing campaigns, sales, product launches in 
diverse geographic locations and more.

Analyze and learn how different users interact with the brand at 
different geographic locations in which the brand has a presence. 

Make mobile content reach more efficient by only reaching the ones 
you mean to reach. Higher precision means higher conversion rates.



MAKE THEM RELIVE EXPERIENCES
Re-engage with your exclusive clients based on their past interactions

Contextual Mobile Engagement

BENEFITS
INVITE 
ONLY

Discover 
our new 
products

    1 block away

AZ

9 PM

Geofence

Technology

Beacon Push notification

Tell them how special your clients are for your brand by picking up where they left. Every client is 
different, and may identify and engage with your brand in different ways. Have they visited you 
in the past month? Are they particularly interested in your newest products? Find out what they 
like the most about your offerings and give them just that. Millennials with a rising disposable 
income and the next generation's digital expectations are shaping in-store experiences today.

After the integration with the brand’s app, notifications based on 
proximity can be triggered exclusively for users who have shown interest 
in new collections or product release events and exclusively when they 
are in a relevant place at a specific time. These notifications can take users 
to dedicated content or actions  in-app or from external sources. 

Proximity profiled campaigns have a higher conversion rate 
potential since they target specific users in the right context 
relevant to the communication sent

Use it not just to engage loyal clients but also those who 
may have not visited your brand’s app in a while.  Retain 
their interest with the things they’d like.



COMBINED EFFORTS
One strategy, many channels, great results.
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BENEFITS
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AZ ACCESSORIES

The world is offline and mobile, make it one.  allow users to connect the dots of traditional 
marketing or advertising to what they see on their day to day use of their mobile device. Invite 
them to take action on tailor-made offerings for clients just like them. Use the information you 
provided to them through other channels to complete the story of your products or services.

We allow you to designate proximity triggered areas with precision to 
combine an offline and an online message.  Whether utilizing geofences or 
bluetooth technology, complement any message but more importantly 
create custom actions to conclude your efforts. Your campaigns change, 
so does the product. Move your proximity areas anywhere, anytime.

Create one advertising strategy that speaks from all channels 
to all users. Be consistent with the message you send while 
protecting your brand’s perception.

Efficientize your budget by using the most appropriate 
channels of communication combined. Track and correct 
strategies for better returns on your investment



LET’S START FROM YOUR APP 

GIVE MEANING TO EXCLUSIVITY
They love your brand, love them back.

Contextual Mobile Engagement

BENEFITS

AZ

Geofence

Technology

Beacon Push notification

Happy Birthday 
to you...

-50%

Give back to your clients on important moments and measure how they engage with your brand. 
Get an all in one couponing system exclusively for your brand’s app users. Your app can become a 
full fidelity system that tracks special promotions from inception to end in a measurable way.

We provide a full contextual couponing system that allows you to 
differentiate special promotions based on profiled users, time window or 
location. It’s possible to differentiate promotions based on geography and 
update them instantly. You can track a couponing campaign results and 
provide a full couponing solution including our redemption system.  

Get a complete couponing system right after implementing 
our SDK. The flexibility of the platform allows to quickly 
update a campaign and see results live.

Redeem coupons, track them and complement the 
campaign with your own POS data and loyalty systems for 
unique couponing tracking proximity based results 



INNOVATIVE EVENTS
Provide a dynamic, easy and comfortable experience

Contextual Mobile Engagement

Provide a seamless experience, optimize participants time offering a streamlined process to access 
the event. Not only that but schedule reminders at specific hours to let participants know about 
important event milestones. Make it a communication tool to not only notify them but to get their 
feedback over specific events or the overall event.

Place beacons on exhibitor booths to allow for a quick business card 
information exchange by the touch of a smartphone

Request feedback based on the participation on specific events, user 
location or specific time intervals.

BENEFITS

EVENT

Use Beacons and Geofences by entrances so all participants can check-in 
automatically using digital tickets. Use contextual notifications based on 
users’ profiles to let users know about the next item on the agenda of 
the event or any custom alerts.



LET’S START FROM YOUR APP 

IT’S A TWO WAY COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
Learn what they think at the right moment 

Contextual Mobile Engagement

BENEFITS
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We care… 

How did we do?

Request and receive feedback through your app at a specific location at a specific time from 
specific users. Use this to act on feedback efficiently and show them you care about their 
experience with your brand or perform market research among your most loyal customers. 
Embed this immediate targeted feedback as a central part of your product’s engineering process 
and marketing campaign creation

Get a star-rating system after the integration. Users will be able to answer 
questions and evaluate your brand  immediately after purchasing your 
products or experiencing your services. Feedback is private and dynamic. 
Go further and use the feedback provided as context for further 
proximity based engagement.   

Strengthen the post-sales customer care with a more 
personal channel of communication that will serve you to act 
on feedback on a timely manner.

Use the feedback features also to obtain insights about new 
or beta  products and service value perceptions.



Contextual Mobile Engagement

BENEFITS

LET THE NUMBERS TELL THE STORY
Measure your engagement and take action

How many users were you able to engage? How many tapped on notifications? How many 
took action after seeing the content? Where were your users when you launched a campaign? 
have your users visited competitors?  What is the best time to reach them?... The answers to 
these questions help you analyze &  improve the target demographic of your campaigns.  

These questions are solved & presented beautifully too. Analyze how many users were 
reachable and actually reached depending on their geo-location and profile, set-up 
diverse geofence or beacons at points of interest to further understand their flow 
before, during or after a campaign. Results can be exported for further analysis.

Get insights on how a campaign goes, depending on user cluster 
characteristics and location on a given place and time window. 

User friendly & powerful campaign analysis that is visually displayed 
for presentations or that can be exported for further analysis 



Contextual Mobile Engagement

Bentornato! Pensavi che ci 
fossimo dimenticati di questo 
giorno speciale?
Questo è solo per te.
Tap for more

    nowLA TUA APP

Happy Birthday 
to you...

-50%

WHO
The right user

WHAT
The right content

TRIGGER
The right moment

NearIT GIVES YOU THE ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE TO PROFILED 
APP USERS PERSONALIZED CONTENT IN THE RIGHT CONTEXT.
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NearIT IS USER FRIENDLY
 Three easy steps for campaign (Recipe) creation

Select all users or a specific 

user cluster: All women of ages 

18 to 30 who have shopped 

there before.

Select from a variety of 

content: A 2x1 coupon 

redeemable at the POS.

Select from a many triggers: 

When target users are within 

10 mts



Contextual Mobile Engagement

WHAT MAKES IT DISRUPTIVE.
The versatility, openness to third party solutions and ease of use makes a powerful tool for engagement, 

data sourcing and analytics.

Open for third party databases Open for diverse content sources Open for diverse triggering tech

We easily integrate with third party solutions which allows to profile users based on additional 

parameters, use more actionable triggers or display content in creative new ways.

USER FRIENDLINESS TECH OPENNESS DATA ENRICHMENT
It has an intuitive web interface for 
marketing professional and developers. 
Our SDK  can be quickly integrated by a 
developer and anyone can create Recipes 
and set up proximity areas

We currently leverage various technologies such 
as: BLE Bluetooth, Geofences, WiFi, Digital 
Signage, AR, Visual Recognition. Additionally it’s 
open to 3rd party integrations either for 
profiling users (Who), creating content (What) 
or triggering with new interactions (Trigger).

We provide a geo-behavioral dimension to 
already existing in-app data and data available 
from your CRM or other enterprise databases 
to keep enriching your data cycle with more 
unique context. 



LET’S START FROM YOUR APP 

Contextual Mobile Engagement

NOT JUST AN APP ANYMORE
Now it's a brand’s direct link to personalize clients’ mobile experiences

Adopting mobile proximity marketing  it's never been easier by 
integrating  the SDK libraries within the mobile app.

To fully leverage the potential of proximity marketing, brands could 
invite users to share some personal information in-app about 
themselves and their tastes and preferences. 

This provides the power to use this data in combination with the 
user’s location to send highly profiled content to diverse user 
clusters, generating a higher level of engagement compared to general 
non profiled and  non contextualized messages.



LET’S START FROM YOUR APP 

ONE PLATFORM, ONE WORLD
Manage all your contextual proximity campaigns from one place

Contextual Mobile Engagement

You can control all your mobile campaigns deployed in different 
geographies where your app operates. 

Even if you have different apps for different regions or cultures, on the 
platform you can have multiple apps with different campaigns. Set up 
different rules of engagement in every country or cities. 

Get and compare engagement results and feedback from different 
countries about the same profiled campaign for the same or different 
products and services.



NEAR S.R.L, Via Gerolamo Zanchi 22, 

24126. Bergamo, Italy.

contact@nearit.com +39 035 578 5136 nearit.com

https://it-it.facebook.com/nearitmobile/
https://twitter.com/nearitmobile
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/10631619/
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+Nearitmobile
https://www.instagram.com/nearitmobile/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzVTYov_HUEG6cRrUJ4lvdw

